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Yom HaShoah and Yom Hazikaron at IASA: IASA Students Remember 

The siren sounds, and 270 students dressed in white shirts stand in silence and 
remember. Remember grandparents who perished in the Holocaust, and family 
and friends who gave their lives defending their beloved Israel.  

On Yom HaShoah, Holocaust Remembrance Day, the students put together a 
moving ceremony that centered on reading the testimony of teenage witnesses 
of the Holocaust. Through the experiences of their suffering peers, they traced 
the increasingly oppressive laws against Jews, the ghettoes, transports, 
concentration camps, and liberation. The ceremony incorporated musical 
performances and dance by music students, while in the background arts 
majors painted a scene symbolizing the 
gradual movement from light to darkness, 
and followed by the return to hope. 
Outside the Nathan Cummings Hall 
auditorium, students had set up exhibits 
of artwork created by children and youth 
during the Holocaust—powerful images 
of the experiences of young people their 
own age. On their way back to classes, 
students and staff silently lit candles 

amongst rings of rocks marked with the names of 
lost European Jewish communities.  

A week later, the students gathered again to pay 
their respects to the thousands of men and 
women who died in Israel's wars and terrorist 
attacks. In a bittersweet mix of emotions, IASA 
alumni currently serving in the IDF returned to the 
school for this solemn ceremony, hugging former 
teachers and friends still studying at the school 
before entering the auditorium. The ceremony, 
designed and entirely performed by students, 
used song, music, and poetry to tell the stories of 
fallen soldiers and terrorism victims connected to 
IASA students.  


